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On a recent visit to New York City, I entered the Metropolitan Museum of Art where I was emotionally enlightened by seeing great

works of art from the most iconic artists from across the globe. The feeling I get when I step into the Indianapolis Museum of Art is

exactly the same as how I felt in the Met. Indianapolis is home to an outstanding collection of works that represent American culture,

and now another artist is being added to their repertoire of exhibits: Georgia O’Keeffe.

Starting November 2, Georgia O’Keeffe and the Southwestern Still Life will be on exhibit at the Indianapolis Museum of Art with

more than 50 still life paintings with several audience interactive experiences.

Georgia O’Keeffe grew up in Wisconsin, spent years teaching in Virginia, Texas and South Carolina, and later landed in New York City

after receiving attention from Alfred Stieglitz, who exhibited her works in the famous 291 Gallery. After spending about a decade in the

hustle and bustle of the New York art scene where she was well respected, O’Keeffe began taking multiple trips to New Mexico for

recluse, likely desiring a similar landscape from where she grew up. These trips impacted her art and over the next two decades,

O’Keeffe would spend up to six months at a time visiting New Mexico, and eventually moved there permanently in 1949.

Known for her earlier large scale works of landscapes and flowers with great attention to color, it was at this point in her life that the

Southwestern landscape she escaped to became her muse. These still life paintings are what attracted visitors to the Southwest who

were drawn to the unusual geological formations of the rocks, cliffs and mountains that surrounded her and became part of her art.

O’Keeffe continued to allow her surroundings to inspire her art up until the last few years of her life when she became ill. After passing
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in 1986, her ashes were scattered across New Mexico, her true home. A biography with noted works of art can be read in full here.

Several interactive activities have been developed for this exhibit to enhance the audience experience. Audio guides contain detailed

information about 19 of the works on exhibit, iPads offer short video interviews with the artist, and visitors are invited to draw their

own still life using objects available in the Inspired by the Southwest gallery. After you visit, you can participate in the My Indiana Still

Life photography competition for a chance to have your work exhibited at the museum. Read more about these experiences and the

exhibition here.

IMA members receive free entry to the exhibit and can attend two special member preview days before the exhibit opens to the public.

Talk about a bonus for annual membership! Public tickets are $20 for adults Friday – Sunday, $15 for Tuesday – Thursday, children

ages 7 to 12 are $12 and children under the age of 7 are free. For more information or to purchase tickets, visit their website today.
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